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ABSTRACT 

 

A graph G is a finite nonempty set of objects is called vertices, 
together with a set of unordered pairs of distinct vetices of G 
called edges. The vertex and edge set of G are usually denoted 
V(G) and E(G) respectively. The graph G of order p and size q is a 
(P,q)-graph, A graph labeling of (p,q)-graph G is a bijective 
function  f: V(G) ∪ E(G) → { 1,2, . . .,p+q} such that for any edge 
x y of E(G), the sum f(x) + f(x y) + f(y) = k is constant called 
valence of labeling. If G admits a magic labeling, such graph is 
magic graph. Similarly if a graph admits a super magic labeling is 
called super magic graph. In spite of this some new results in this 
field, we will provide some theorems that allow us to construct 
new magic and super magic graphs from known magic and super 
magic graphs. 
 

Keywords:  Graphs, magic and super magic graphs, cycle. 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION  
 
A magic labeling of a (p,q)-graph G 

is a bijective function f: V(G)∪E(G) 
→{1,2,3,……., p+q} such that for any edge 
xy and E(G), the sum f(x) + f(xy) + f(y) = k 
is a constant, called the valence of the 
labeling f. If G admits a magic labeling then 
such a graph is called a “magic graph”. Next 
we will conduct a little survey about what 
was already know about magic graphs. In 
1970, Kotzig and Rosa proved that the cycle C� is magic for every pϵP. They also proved 
that the graph pK� is magic iff p is odd and 
the complete bipartite graph K�,� is always 

magic. Later in 1974 Kotzig and Rosa 
completely characterized the complete 
graphs that are magic as follows. The 
complete graph  K�  is magic iff P=1,2,3,5,6. 
At this point the research in this field 
stopped. Unaware of the work done by 
Kotzig and Rosa introduced once again the 
same concept and proved the several results 
already known by Kotzig and Rosa. In spite 
of this, some new results in this field were 
proved, for some instance the results states 
that all caterpillars are magic. We will 
provide some theorems that allow us to 
construct new magic and super magic graphs 
from known magic and super magic graphs. 
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We will also provide several examples and 
graphs that admit magic and super magic 
labeling. The other important major class of 
labeling, as we said before is the class of 
total labeling. A total labeling is a function 
from the set of vertices union, the set of 
edges of a given graph G to a set of labels. 
The most important labeling of this type are 
K-sequential labeling. Sequentially additive 
labeling, magic labeling and super magic 
labeling. Although we will see, the super 
magic labeling can be thought of as vertex 
labeling. In fact viewing super magic 
labeling as vertex labeling seem to be more 
useful that viewing them as total labeling. 
The main focus of our work will be on 
magic and super magic labeling. 
 
2. BASIC RESULTS 
 
Lemma1.  Let G be a (p,q)- graph such that 
the degree of every vertex is odd, q is even  
and p+q ≡ 2(mod4), then G is not a magic 
graph. 
 
Definition: A super magic labeling of a 
(p,q) graph G is a bijective function                           
f: V(G) ∪ E(G) →{1,2,3,…………,p+q} 
such that in addition of being a magic 
labeling of G. it satisfies the property that 
f(V(G)) = {1,2,3,…,p}, If a graph admits a 
super magic labeling  is called a Super 
magic graph. 
 

Lemma 2. If a (p,q)- graph G is super 
magic,  then q ≤ 2p−3. 
 

Lemma 3. A (p,q) graph G is super magic if 
and only if  ∃ a bijective function f�: V(G) → 
{1,2,3…,p} such that the set D={ f�(x) + f�(y)/xy ∈ E(G)} consist of q consecutive 
integers. In such a case f�  exteds to a super 

magic labeling of G with valence               
k= p+q+minD. 
 
Proof:  Let G be a super magic (p,q) graph 
and f any super magic labeling of G with 
valence K. then  D = { K – f(x y)/xy ∈ 
E(G)}   
 

D = { K – (p+1), K – (p+2),. . .,K – (p+q)} 
 

Thus, let  f� = f/ V(G). Let G be any 
(p,q)-graph that admits a function f�  with the 
properties described in the statement of this 
lemma. Next, let xy ∈ E(G) such that  f(x) + 
f(y) = min D, then f� extends to a super magic 
labeling f of G in the following manner. Let 
f(x�,y�) = p+q+min D – f(x�) – f(y�) for any 
edge x� y� ∈ E(G).  
Thus f(E(G)) ={ p+1,p+2,. . . ,p+q} 

And therefore f is a super magic 
labeling of G.  Further If f is any super 
magic labeling of any graph, We will call 
the function f�  described above. Any magic 
labeling f of a given (p,q)- graph G, the 
labeling:f ′: V(G) ∪ E(G) → { 1,2,. . . .,q} 
defined by the rule f ′(w) = p+q+1 – f(w) for 
all w ∈ V(G)∪E(G) Is also a magic labeling 
of G.  A similar result can be obtained for 
super magic labeling using canonical form. 
 

Theorem 1. If  f  is any  super  magic 
labeling of any (p,q)-graph G, Then the 
function f � : V(G) ∪ E(G) → { 1,2,. . . ., 
p+q} defined by the rule 

f �(w) = �2p 
 q 
 1  f�w�,   if w � E�G�.p 
 1  f�w�,             if w � V�G�.�   
Is also a super magic labeling of  G. 
 

Lemma 4.  If G is a super magic bipartite 
(p,q)-graph. Then  q ≤ 2p −5. 
 

Theorem 2. Let G be a super magic (p,q)-
graph with p ≥ 4 and 2p−4. Then G contains                                     
triangles. 
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Proof:  Assume to the contrary that G 
contains no triangles. 
Let f:V(G) ∪ E(G) → {1,2,. . . .,p+q} be a 
super magic labeling of G. let V(G) =           
{ v�,v�,. . .,v�} be such that  f ( v�) = i  for 
every  1 ≤ i≤ p. First we observe that, since  
q ≥ 2p−4, We have that either v� and v� and v��� are adjacent, as the number 3 and 2p−1 
can be expressed uniquely as the sums of  
distinct integers in the range 1 through p. So 
suppose without loss of generality that v� 
and v� are adjacent. Then v� and v� are 
adjacent also, as the sum 4 can also be 
expressed uniquely as 1+3 distinct with 
integers in permitted range. This implies that v�and v� cannot adjacent since G contains 
no triangles, thus v� and v	 are adjacent. 
Continuing to avoid triangle v� is adjacent to 
the vertices v� and v
�� where d = deg(v�� 
and none of this  vertices are adjacent to one 
another. thus accounted for the sums 3 
through d+2. Now if d = p−1 we are done 
since there is no way for us to obtain the 
sum d+3 avoiding triangles. Otherwise, if d 
< p−1 then with the remaining options the 
smallest sum possible is d+4 and we would 
have no way of obtaining the sum d+3. 
Therefore, in either case we have arrived to 
contradiction. 
 

Corollary1. Let G be a triangle free super 
magic graph with p ≥ 4 then q ≤ 2p−5. 
 

Lemma 5. Let G be a super magic graph of 
size q and f is a super magic labeling of G. 

Then, therefore exactly ��

�
� or ��

�
� edges 

between v� and v,  where   v� = { V∈V(G)/ 
f(V) is even} and v = { V∈V(G)/ f(V) is 
odd} 
 

Proof:  Since f is a super magic labeling of 
G, it follows that the set D = { f(u)+f(v)/ uv 

∈ E(G)}, consists of q consecutive integers, 

then ��

�
�  or ��

�
�  of the elements in D are odd 

and each of these has to be the result of 
adding the label of an element in v� to the 
label of an element in v. 
 
Corollary 2.  If G is any (p,q)-graph  such 
that  deg(V) is even for all V ∈ V(G)  
and  q ≡2 (mod4) then G is not super magic. 
 
Proof : Since positive degree of any vertex  
of G is even. It follows that all components 
of G are Eulearian. Thus we can decompose 
G in to a union of edge disjoint cycles. Any  
partition of V(G) into sets v�  and v� induces 
partitions on each of the vertex sets of each 
cycle in our decomposition. If C is any cycle 
then any partition of V(C) into two sets v�

′  
and v�

′  producers an even number of edges 
joining the vetices of v�

′  with the vertices of v�
′  . Thus, there is an even of edges joining 

the vertices of v� and v�. But  q 2�  is odd . 
Therefore, G cannot be super magic.  
 
Theorem 3: If G is an r-regular super magic 
(p,q)-graph, where r > 0, then q is odd and 
 the valence of any super magic labeling of 

G is   
�	������

�
 . 

 
Proof: The valance of any super magic 
labeling of 

G is 
�

�
 r ∑ i�

��� 
 ∑ i���
����� # =

�

�
(4p+q+3) ,  

which implies that q is odd. 
 

3.  MAIN RESULTS 
 

Theorem 4:  Let G be a magic graph, f is a 
magic labeling of G, and u,v ∈V(G) such 
that f(u)+f(v)=k, where k is the valence of  f, 
then  G+uv  is magic. 
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Proof: If f(u)+f(v)=k, then uv ∉ E(G),  for 
otherwise f(uv)=0. therefore, we 
immediately obtain a magic labeling g of 
G+uv by letting g(x)=f(x)+1, ∀ 
x∈(V(G)∪E(G))−{uv} and g(uv)=1. Let G 
be a super magic graph with a super magic 
labeling f. by lemma 3, the valence of f is 
k=p+q+min{ f(u)+ f(v)/ uv ∈ E(G)}, Thus   
k ≥ p+q +1+2 ≥ 2p+2  since G is connected 
so that q ≥ p−1.  

Now max  f�u� 
 ����

��
� E�G�#  ≤ 

p+(p−1)=2p−1. Since f is a super magic 
labeling. 
Therefore,  f(u)+f(v) ≤ 2p−1 < 2p+2 ≤ k. 
 
Theorem 5:  If G is a magic graph and f  is 
a magic labeling of G for which there exists  
e ∈ E(G) such that   f(e)=1, then G−e is 
magic. 
 
Proof:  We immediately obtain a magic 
labeling  g  of G−e by letting  g(x)=f(x)−1. 
∀ x ∈ (v(G) ∪ E(G))−{e}. it is obvious that, 
the previous theorem cannot be used . 
However, using canonical labeling we can 
find similar results that involve the addition 
and deletion of edges of super magic graphs. 
 

Theorem 6: Let G be a super magic graph 
of order P and let  f : V(G) → {1,2, . . . ,p} 
be the canonical form of some super magic 
labeling of G. 
Let  u, v, u′,v ′ ∈ V(G)  such that  f(u) + f(v)= 
max{f(x)+f(y)/ xy ∈ E(G)}+1  
And f(u′)+f(v ′)=min{f(x)+f(y)/ xy ∈ 
E(G)}−1. 
Then G+uv  and G+u′v ′ are super magic. 
 
Theorem 7:  Let G be a super magic graph 
of order  p and  Let  f: V(G) → { 1,2, . . .,p}  
be the canonical form of some super magic 

labeling of  G.  Let e=uv and e′=uv be two 
edges of  G  such that   f(u) + f(v) = max 
{f(x)+f(y)/ xy ∈E(G)} and  f(u′) + f(v ′) = 
min { f(x)+f(y)/ xy ∈ E(G)}   Then,  G+e  
and  G−e′  are super magic. 
         Next we will provide some 
examples of magic and super magic graphs. 
It was shown that the complete bipartite 
graph  k�,�  is super magic, if and only if  
q=1,or p=1, Partially extends their results by 
determining all magic and super magic 
labeling of the Star  k�,�. 
 
Theorem 8:  Every star k�,� super magic, 
moreover there are exactly 3·2�  distinct 
magic labeling of  k�,�.  which only  two are 
super magic labeling up to isomorphism. 
 
Proof:  First we notice that the order of  k�,�  
is p+1 and its size is p.  Next,   define the 
star G ≅ k�,� as follows.  V(G) = { u ∪ v� 
/1≤ i ≤ p}  and E(G) = { e�=uv�/ 1 ≤ i ≤ p}. 
Assume that there is a magic labeling  f  of  
G  and  let k be its valence. 
Then (  ∑ f�v�

�
��� )+ f(e�))+ Pf(u)=PK. 

Thus,  p  divides   ∑ �f�v�
�
��� � 
f(e�)). 

 
Now  '∑ �f�v�� 
 f�e�

�
��� �( + f(u) = 1+. . . . . 

. . .+ (2p+1)=2p�+3p+1 
Hence, (∑ �f�v�� 
 f�e�

�
��� )) =  

2p�+3p+(1−f(u)). 
 

Therefore,  p  divides  f(u)−1,  but  1 ≤ f(u) ≤ 
2p+1, 
 
Which implies that f(u)  is 1, p+1 or  2p+1. 
Since   pk = 2p�+3p +1+(p−1)f(u), it follows 
that  k = 2p+4, 3p+3 or 4p+2, which 
corresponds to f(u) = 1, p+1, 2p+1 
respectively. 
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  It suffices now to exhibit labeling 
with each of the three possible valences, and 
then we describe how to obtain all of the 
other labeling from them. 
      Let  f�, f�, and f� be magic labeling 
of  G  defined as follows.  
   f�(u) = 1,     f�(v�) = i+1,   f�(uv�) = 2p+2−i f�(u) = p+1,  f�(v�) = i,     f�(uv�) = 2p+2−i f�(u)=2p+1, f�( v�) = i,     f�(uv�) = 2p+1−i. 
 
  Where 1 ≤ i ≤ p.  Then the valences 
of  f�, f�,  and  f� are 2p+4, 3p+3 and 4p+2 
respectively.  Note that all other magic 
labeling of G can be obtained by permuting 
the  label of  uv�  and v�  for i with 1 ≤ i ≤ p, 
and that of these 3·2� possible permutations, 
only  f�  and  f� are super magic labeling of  
G. 
 
Corollary 3:  For every integer p ≥ 2, ∃  a 
super magic graph  G such that |k�  k�| ≥ 
p−1. Where  k� and  k�  are two possible 
distinct values of  G. 
 

Corollary 4:  For every positive integer  p, 
the graph  k�+pk� is super magic. 
 

Proof:  Let  G ≅ k�.�  be defined as in the 
proof of the previous theorem.  and consider 
the  following magic labeling  g  of  G  
defined by  g(u) = p+1,  g(v�) = 2(p+1)−i   
and  g(xv�)  = i  for 1 ≤ i ≤ p.  Notice that the 
valence  k  is 3p+3 and  g(v�) + g( v�) = 
4p+3−i  for 2  ≤ i ≤ p. Then defined the 
graph  H ≅ k�+pk�as follows,   V(H)=V(G)                                                
and E(H) =E(G) ∪ {u�v� / 2 ≤ i ≤  p},  and 
consider the magic labeling of  H  with 
valence  6p  such that  f(v) = g(v)+p−1  for 
any vertex v of  H, 
f(uv� ) = g(uv� )+p−1  for  1 ≤ i ≤ p   and   
f(u�v� ) = i−1 for  2 ≤ i ≤  p.   Finally, we 

observe that  f  is a super magic labeling of 
this graph , since f(v) > f(e)  for any vertex  
v and edge e of  H. 
 
Theorem 9:  The only super magic 
complete q-partite graphs are  k�,� and  k�,�,� for  p ≥ 1. 

 
Proof:   The star  k�,� ,   p ≥ 1. is the only 
super magic complete bipartite graph. 
Further, the complete tripartite graph   k�,�,�  
≅  k�+pk� is super magic by the corollary 4. 
In order see that  k�,�  and  k�,�,� are the 
unique complete partite graphs, Note that  q 
has to be less than or equal 4, for other wise 
,minimum degree would  be greater than 3, 
which is impossible. Thus it remains to be 
shown that   k�,�,� is the unique super magic 
tripartite graph and that there are no 
complete 4 – partite super magic graphs. For 
the uniqueness of  k�,�,�,  Let G ≅k��,��,��

be 

a complete tripartite graph with p� ≥ p� ≥ p� 
≥ 1. Then , assume to the contrary, that  p� ≥ 
2  and  G is super magic. The order of  G is  p� + p� +p�  and its size is   p�p�+ p�p�+ p�p�  by  lemma 2 p�p�+p�p�+p�p� ≤ 2 
(p� + p� +p�)−3,  which implies that  p�p� 
≤ 2p�−3,           

 
Since,  p� ≥ 2  and  p� ≥ 2  Hence   p�p� ≤ 
2p�−3, so  2−p� > 0 from  which  we 
conclude That  p� =1. Therefore, If we apply 
Lemma 2, again we p� ≤ 1, producing a 
contradiction. To show that there are no 
super magic complete 4-partite graphs, 
Observe that   k�,�,�  is not super magic by 
Lemma 2, and all remaining graphs have 
minimum degrees greater than 3,  Hence the 
proof. 
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Example :  The Petersen graph is super 
magic. 
 
Theorem 10:  If  G is a super magic graph 
of order  p  and size  q which is either  tree 
or with  p ≥ q,  Then  G  is sequential. 
 
Proof:  Let  f  be a super magic labeling of  
G  with value  k, then  { f(u)+f(v)/ uv ∈ 
E(G)} = {k−p−1, k−p−2, . . . .,k−p−q} by 
lemma 3.  Now define the function   g:V(G) 
→ {0,1,2, . . . .,p−1}  to be the injective 
function such that   g(v) = f(v)−1 for each 
vertex  v of  G. 
Hence,  {g(u)+g(v)/ uv ∈ E(G)} = { m, m+1, 
. . . .,m+q−1}  where  m = k−(p+q+2),  
which implies that  g  is a sequential labeling 
of  G.   
 
Theorem 11:  Let G be a graph that contains 
the complete sub graph k�,  If |E�G�| < ρ�(p) 
then  µ



(G) = +∞. 

 
Proof:  We will use an indirect argument in 
order to prove the theorem. Suppose that 
there exists a graph G containing the 
complete sub graph  H ≅ k�  with   |E�G�| < 
ρ

�(p)  and such that   µ


(G) = q  where q ∈ 

N ∪ {0}. 
 

Now assume that  f  is a super magic 
labeling of  G ∪ qk�  
 

and  let  D ={ f(u)+ f(v)/ uv ϵ E(G)}. 
The  D is a set of   |E�G�|  consecutive 
integers.  
And hence  { f(v)/ uv ϵ E(G)} = { x�< x�<,. . 
. .,< x�}  is a  WD- set. 
Thus   |E�G�| = maxD−minD+1 ≥ { x�+x���+ x�− x�+1} ≥ρ�(p) > |E�G�|,            
therefore the desired contradiction. 

Theorem 12:  The super magic deficiency 
of the complete graph  k�  satisfies  the 
following  formula.   

µ


(k�) = *    0           if p , 1,2,3.1         if p , 4
∞      if p / 5. � 

 
Proof :  The graphs k�,  k� and   k�  are 
trivially super magic                                           
Thus    µ



(k�) = µ



(k�) = µ



(k�) =0.   

Also, k	  is certainly not super magic.   
However   k	 ∪ k�  is super magic as one 
simply needs to label the isolated vertex 
with 2  
And the rest of the vetices with the 
remaining labels.  Thus   µ



(k�) = 1, Finally, 

by the Theorem 11,  we have that    µ


(k�) = 

+∞  for  p ≥ 5 
 
Theorem 13:  The super magic deficiency 
of complete bipartite graph satisfies that   
µ



(k�,�) ≤ (q−1)(p−1) for all positive 

integers values of  p and q. 
 
Proof:  Let  v� and v�  be the partite sets k�,�  and  let  G be the isomorphic to  k�,� ∪ (q−1)(p−1)k�. Then it suffices to 
present super magic labeling of  G. 
Thus, we consider the vertex labeling f: 
V(G) → {1,2, . . . . .,pq+1} such that   
f(v�)={1,2, . . .,q} and f(v�)={q+1,2q+1, . . . 
, pq+1} and the remaining labels from 1to 
pq+1 are placed arbitrarily on isolated 
vertices of  G, which extends to a super 
magic labeling of G.  

 
Theorem 14:  The magic and super magic 
deficiencies of  pk�  (p ≥ 1)  are given by the 

formula    µ


(pk�)= µ(pk�)=� 0   if p is odd1   if p is even�   
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Proof:  Note that first , kotzig and Rosa 
showed that  pk� is magic if and only if   P  
is an odd integer .Hence , µ(pk�) =0 if  p is 
an odd µ(pk�) ≥ 1 when  p  is even. Actually 
, the magic labeling that they provide in their 
proof for  pk� when  p is ,is in fact, a super 
magic labeling, which implies that   
µ



(pk�)= µ(pk�)= 0  for  p  is odd. Thus, 

assuming without loss of generality that, p is 
even. Consider the graph  G =pk� ∪ k�  
such that  V(G) = {y�   , z� / 1 ≤ i ≤ p} ∪ {x} 
and E(G)= {y�   , z� / 1 ≤ i≤ p}. then we 
construct the vertex labeling  g : V(pk� ∪ k�) → {1,2, . . . ,2p+1} as follows. 
 

g(w) =

��
�
��

���	

	
,     if w 
 x.

i,    if w 
 y
   and 1 � i � p.
���	

	
,   if w 
 zi and 1 � i � p 2�p 2� � i,   if w 
 z
 and p 2� � 1 � i � p.

� 

 
Then  g  is the canonical form of a magic 
labeling of  G. Hence,  µ



(pk�) ≤ 1. 

Therefore, we conclude that µ(pk�) 
= µ



(pk�) = 1, when p is even.  

 
Theorem 15:  A bipartite graph  G  with 
bipartite sets V� and  V� is special super 
magic if and only if there exists a bijective 
function  g : V(G) → { 1,2, . . . . . ,|V�G�|} 
with the properties   
 

(i)   g (V�) = { 1,2, . . . . .|V�| } 
(ii) g(V�)  = {|V�| 
 1 , |V�| 
 2,  . . . . ., 
,|V�G�| } 
 (iii)  the set { g(u)+g(v)/ uv ∈ G } is a set of  |E�G�| consecutive integers. 
 

Proof:  For the necessity, we assume that a 
bipartite graph G with bipartite sets V� and  V� is a special super magic. Let f be a special 
super magic labeling of G.Then, the function   

f / V(G)  defined to be the restriction of the 
function  f  to the set V(G), meets the 
properties of the function  g  as described in 
the statement of the theorem.  Therefore, 
take g = f / V(G), for this sufficiency we 
assume that g is a bijective function defined 
on the vertex set of a bipartite graph G, 
meeting the requirements of the statements 
of the theorem.  
 
Define the  function  f : V(G) ∪ E(G) →  
{1,2, . . . ,|V�G�| + |E�G�| } as follows. 
 

f(x) = �   g�x�,     if  x� V�G�.k ! g�u� ! g�v�,      if  x 
 uv � E�G�� 
  

where k=|V�G�| + |E�G�| + min {g(a) +g(b)/ 
ab ∈ E(G)} 
then,  the function  f  is in fact, a special 
super magic labeling of  G.  
Therefore G is special super magic graph.    
 

Theorem 16:  If  G is a  special super magic 
bipartite graph with bipartite sets V� and  V�,  
Then    |E�G�| ≤ |V�G�|−1.  
 

Proof:  Let G be a special super magic 
bipartite graph with bipartite sets V� and  V�   
Then by the theorem 15 then there exists a 
bijective function  
g : V(G) → {1,2, . . . ., |V�G�|}  such that  
(i)   g (V�) = { 1,2, . . . . .|V�| } 
(ii) g(V�) = {|V�| 
 1 , |V�| 
 2, . . . . ., 
,|V�G�| } 
(iii) the set { g(u)+g(v)/ uv ∈ G } is a set of  |E�G�| consecutive integers.  
Now,   
min { g(u)+g(v)/ uv ∈ E(G)} ≥ 2+ |V�|  
and    
max { g(u)+g(v)/ uv ∈ E(G)} ≤ 2 |V�| + |V�| 
 

Hence,  | 6 g�u� 
 g�v�/ uv �  E�G�9|≤ 2 |V�| + |V�|−|V�| −2+1=|V�G�|−1. 
But   | 6 g�u� 
 g�v�/ uv �  E�G�9|=|E�G�|. 
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Therefore,  |E�G�| ≤ |V�G�|−1. 
 
Theorem 17: The graph k� ∪ k�

::: is product 
edge magic for every positive integer p. 
moreover, there exists exactly (p+3)!  
Product edge-magic labeling of k� ∪ k�

:::. 
 
Proof:  Let G ≅ k� ∪ k�

:::.  Then the set of 
label is {1,2, . . . . (p+3)}. Since there is only 
one product to consider, it follows that any 
arbitrary labeling of G with all the elements 
of the set {1,2, . . . . (p+3)}. Produces a 
product edge-magic labeling of G. Finally 
notice that once the elements G are fixed, 
then there exists exactly (p+3)! different 
product edge-magic labeling of  G.  
  
Theorem 18:  Let G be a graph without 
isolated vertices that is not isomorphic to  k�,�  for any  p ∈ N,  Then  G is not product 
magic. 
 
Proof:   Let  G be any  (p.q)-graph is not  
isomorphic to k�,� for any p ∈ N,  
and Let  V(G) ∪E(G) → { 1,2, . . . .,p+q} be 
a bijective function. We will show that  f  is 
not product edge-magic labeling of G. To do 
so, we recall that, by Bertrand’s postulate,  
 

Then there exists at least a prime number ; in 

the set.   �p 
 q 2� � , �p 
 q 2� � 
 1, . . . , p 

q#.   

we  will consider two cases. 
 

Case 1).  Assume that there exists an edge  e 
= uv in E(G) such that  f(e) = ;. Then if e′= u′v ′ is an edge of  E(G) different from  e,  
(such edge exists since  G has no isolated 
vertices and is not isomorphic to  k�,� ),  we 
have that  f(u)·f(e)·f(v) ≠ f(u′) ·f(e′)·f(v ′),  

since  ; is divided by f(u)·f(e)·f(v)  but ; is 
not divided by f(u′) ·f(e′)·f(v ′).  Therefore f 
is not a product edge-magic labeling of G. 
 

Case 2).  Assume that there exists a vertex  
v in V(G) such that f(v) = ;,  
 and consider the set  E� = { e ∈ E(G)/ e is 
incident with v}. of course, since G does not 
contain isolated vertices, we have that   E�  ≠ 
∅ also G ≇ k�,�  for any p and does not 
contain isolated vertices. We know that the 
set E(G)/ E� ≠ ∅. Thus, Let e=uv and e′=u′v ′ 
belong to E� and E(G)/ E�  respectively. 
Then, we have that f(u)·f(e)·f(v) ≠ f(u′) 
·f(e′)·f(v ′)  Therefore f is not a product edge-
magic labeling of G.  
 
Theorem 19:  A graph G of size q without 
isolated vertices is product edge magic if 
and only if  q ≤ 1. 
 
Corollary 5.  An r- regular graph G is 
product edge –magic. If and only if G ≅ k�.  
 
Theorem 20:  For every graph G, ∃ a 
product edge-magic graph H containing G as 
an induced sub graph. 
 
Proof:  For every graph G, ∃ a magic (p,q )-
graph H� containing G as a sub graph. 
Suppose  f is an magic labeling of  H� and 
we define the labeling of g: E(H�)∪ V(H�) 
→ { 1,2,. . . , p+q } so that  g(x) = 2����,  ∀ 
element x ∈ E(H�)∪ V(H�). Since f  is an 
magic labeling of  H�, it follows that  g(u�)· 
g(v�)· g(=�v�) = g(u�)· g(v�)· g(u�v�) for 
any pair of distinct edges =�v� and u�v� of H�. In order to finish the proof, we consider 
the graph H that is isomorphic to H� ∪ 
(2��� −p−q)k� for which the product edge-
magic labeling h : V(H) ∪ E(H) → {1,2, . . ., 
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(2��� −p−q)} is constructed in the following 
manner. If x is any element in E(H�)∪ 
V(H�), then h(x) = g(x) otherwise, assign 
any remaining integer from the set  {1,2, . . ., 
(2��� −p−q)}. Certainly h is a product edge- 
magic labeling of H. 
 
Lemma 6:  (Bertrand’s postulate) For any 
real number x > 1, ∃ a prime p.    
such that  x <p< 2x. 
 
Theorem 21:   A graph G of size q is 
product magic if and only if  q ≤ 1.  
 
Proof:  For the necessity, Let G be a graph 
of size q ≥ 2 and Let f: E(G) → { 1,2, . . .,q} 
be a bijective function. We will show that  f  
is not a product magic labeling of G.  
By lemma 6,  ∃ a prime number ; in the 
set >?q 2� @, ?q 2� @ 
 1, . . . , qA. Let  e = uv  be 
the  edge of  G  such that  f(e) = ;, and we 
assume that  W ∈ V(G)/ {u,v}  (W exists 
since q ≥ 2). Then the integer  α = П{f(a)/ a 
∈ E(G)and is incident with v} and β = П{f 
(b)/ b∈ E(G)and is incident with w} are 
different, since ; is divided by α and ; is not  
divided by β. Therefore f is not a product 
magic labeling of G. For the sufficiency, we 
observe that, if G has a size q ≤ 1 then G is 
isomorphic to either  k�, k�

:::  or   k�∪ k�
:::   

For some p ϵ N, and clearly these graphs are 
product graphs. 
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